Top 15 “Must Ask” Questions to Relieve Your Stress and Worry
When Choosing A Child Care Provider
Please pay close attention to all items. They will help you make the right decision for the care of your child!
NOTE: All childcare providers are not created equally!

1. History & Longevity
14 years ago we started our Tutor Time Child Care Learning Center in Plymouth Michigan with a clear
mission and objective in our mind. To-date, our mission and objective have not changed.
During this time, we have seen a few ‘profit-center’ type child care businesses pop up trying to make a
quick buck. Surprisingly, these places did not last very long!
While looking for a quality child care learning center, look for an Owner-Operated business where this
person has made a significant commitment to the caring & education of the children. Only then you will
be assured that your child will receive the attention, nurturing and love they deserve.

Bottom line - start looking for where the OWNER has skin in the game and see if you observe that it is their calling.
After many years of serving the needs of the local community, mommies and daddies just like you, we
know a thing or two or three about educating and protecting little ones. That is why we created this
report.

2. “Energy”
Take a note of the “energy” of the facility you
are visiting. Is it calm and orderly or is it hectic
and crazy? We know kids will be kids - they
can do so in a controlled, fun environment
supported with the quality TLC!

Also see “Why Neena Judge opened her Tutor Time in
1999?” This information is located on our Face book fan
While we can never come close to a mothers
love, we will do our best to represent you!
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3. Curriculum
Many Child Care Centers will tell you that they have a very good Curriculum.
Some will also say that they write their own curriculum.
Caution: You can never replace your child’s preschool years! Do not be
swayed with curriculums created by school owners or purchased from
Internet places.
Check to see who is behind developing the curriculum for the childcare learning
center and how much knowledge and expertise they have with the people who
develop the curriculum. Ask, how long has it been around and why they feel it is
the best education they can provide their students?
Look into their kindergarten readiness process & methods. How prepared or
advanced are their students when beginning kindergarten? This is the KEY thing to
look into!

4. Joyful and happy?
After you note the energy in the facility take a look at the
children and ask yourself “Do the kids look happy?”
Kids cannot hide their emotions J What you will see is what
you will get. Make sure what you are getting is what you
want.

5. Food Preparation

Most childcare places will tell you they prepare home cooked meals
for their students. It is impossible to cook home cooked meals
without a commercial kitchen which are not allowed in the child care
centers! The State has very strict regulations regarding food that will
be served to the students and how it can be cooked and served.
This is usually an expensive feature in the child care center. High
quality companies do routine research to be able to decide the
appropriate menu for children in various age groups.
Ask to see their menus and talk to other parents about their option
of the school’s food and if the child lies and eats the meals the
school provides.
Cooking for 100 students daily is no easy task. Doing it without using
any canned foods will nearly be impossible. Look into to see how
much fresh food is used by the center. To be certain, ask to see their
inventory of fresh foods for yourself. Some facilities will serve lower
quality food to cut costs.
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6. Sincerity of Staff
As you meet the front desk, director and teachers pay
close attention to the first impression they make with you.
Just like you need to pay attention to the joy of the kids,
focus on the teachers as well. Do they love what they do?
Do they enjoy what they do or it is just a J.O.B? Your child
deserves caregivers and teachers that want to be there.
Look into how they hire their staff. How long have some
people been there?

7. Center Space
Does the school have separate rooms for various daily activities
i.e reading areas in rooms, pretend activities, lunch areas etc or
will your child remain in same class room all day without a
change of scenery or different experience? Is their building a
true school, I it stand alone or part of another busy activity or
strip mall? What kind of neighbors does the center have? Do
unknown adults have a reason to be close to the property? Take
you time to inspect the classrooms, kitchen and playground. Is
each area sufficient for the purpose? Where do children take
naps? Where do they go on a rainy or snowy day? Is the parking
lot safe and easy to navigate? Take your time and inspect the
facility thoroughly.

8. Facilities
Will your baby have room to crawl and discover their newly developed
mobility? Will your child be crammed into a small classroom on top of other
children? Does each age group have age-appropriate playground &
equipment? Do you look around and see unsanitary facilities? VERY
IMPORTANT - does the center employ a professional & DAILY janitorial
company? How often are the grounds and equipment maintained? Do they
allow only screened people to come into the center & work? Do they have
any flooding issues?

9. Organization

“A place for everything and everything in its place?” Sincere happy
and trained teachers run a tight ship to help them maintain control!
Little ones listen to their teachers so look for professional
organization and labeling and attention to detail when it comes time
to structure, layout and organization of the school. How qualified is
the center director and Assistant Director? Good people run good
places not computers! See who is running the place, does owner
have skin in the game? Try to understand why they are in this
business! How well is the brand known? How do they participate in
community activities locally?
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10. Security
Is the staff screened for employment? Do they have secure
doors, safety alarms? Do they have fire drills? Have they ever had
an issue with children wandering off the property? How often and
how do they count children? Do they have video monitors with
voice control? Do the video monitors have online access? Many
high quality childcare places do not use online access to monitor
children due to security issues! What is the sign-in and sign-out
process? Are fences secured? How much visibility is there with
the children playground open to the public eye? What are the
demographics of the area where a center is located?

11. Learning focus
Is learning the primary focus of the center or is it simply a
daycare? Children are extremely intelligent and open to learning.
Make the most of these curious, open minded, inquisitive years
by ensuring your child’s mind is stimulated with age-appropriate
instruction and curriculum! This WILL serve them well in
elementary school and beyond. Research has shown that children
develop habits at an very early stage in life.

12. Equipment & Toys
Are they age appropriate and are there enough to go
around? How often does the facility repair and/or update
their toys? Who guides them to purchase the right
equipment and toys?

13. Cleanliness
Cleanliness is next to Godliness!
As you inspect the layout of the center pay close attention to their kitchen,
refrigerator, tables and chairs. Are bottles refrigerated? Are the ‘potties’ clean?
Make sure it all meets your expectations for cleanliness. Take a peek at their daily
cleaning routine. Have they hired a professional cleaning company to clean daily or
teachers are supposed handle this task? It is usually an expensive item for the
centers!
What has their health inspection history been (do they typically have the same
issues and or received fines?)
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14. Customer Service

How are you greeted when you call and/or visit? Is the staff
knowledgeable and friendly? Are information packets available? Do
they have a good sense that the staff is sincere when they tell you
your child is their priority or do you feel like you are getting a
sales pitch from an already crowded school more interested in
hitting their numbers? Do they offer pre-set tours to minimize
disruptions in the classrooms?
> Does the business feel confident and offer an Unconditional
Guarantee of their care? 99.99% don’t!

15. Parent Involvement?
This is an extremely critical item and often the weakest point
with most places.
How does the center involve the parents to enable success for
everyone?
Does the center have a Parent Advisory Committee? This is very
critical.
After all, the learning center is for the children and for the
parents!

One more item!

As you know, caring for little ones is no easy task and should NOT be taken
lightly! For over 14 years Tutor Time, Plymouth, Michigan, has been looking
after the pre-school and daycare needs of the community.
Please stop by or call anytime to meet our staff, tour the center, inspect our
facility and become comfortable with the ‘LIFE SMART” Curriculum, learning
and nurturing environment we will provide for your child.
You can reach us at

734-420-2700

Our email address is: tutortimeplymouth@gmail.com
Our website is: www. tutortimeplymouthtownship.com
Our Facebook fan-page is: TUTOR TIME PLYMOUTH MICHIGAN
We are located at the south-west corner of 5 Mile and Haggerty roads. A convenient
access to I-275 and M14 Freeways exists!

Thank you for taking the time to read this special report. We hope to see your
little one soon so we can welcome you to our Tutor Time family.
Samantha Greenwell (Center Director)
Neena Judge (Owner/Operator)
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During your visit, be sure to
pick up “Our Incredible FREE
Gift/Offer for Parents” at
the conclusion of your tour.

